
I am adding a couple of fun classes that will take place during lunch break. 
 They will be judged by me and I may grab some assistants to help me judge 
who are not participating in the classes.  There are no "set" judging criteria and 
keep in mind these classes are just for fun!  I may also recruit the opinions of all 
the entrants, depending on time, the number of entries, and how the show is 
running.  Here are the fun classes: 
 
1.  Commonality Collectors Class - much like the commonality class that will 
take place at Breyerfest this year, this class is a collector's class made up of 6-12 
models that have something in "common".  Models should be on the same mold, 
belong to a set that goes together (such as the proud arabians), or be of the 
same color (or families of colors, such as wedge wood and copenhagen or solid 
silver and silver filigree).  No set ups!!!  The models will be based on their merit 
as a group of models.  However, description cards are encouraged and you 
definitely can "Theme" your entries with description cards!  You may also add 
small accessories if you wish.  By small I mean the accessories should be smaller 
than stablemates, unless of course they are original Breyer products designed to 
help your entry. 
 
2.  Variety Collectors Class -  much like the variety class at Breyerfest this year, 
this class is for collections with an assortment of molds/colors/models.  No set 
ups!!!  The models will be based on their merit as a group of models.  However, 
description cards are encouraged and you definitely can "Theme" your entries 
with description cards!  You may also add small accessories if you wish.  By 
small I mean the accessories should be smaller than stablemates, unless of 
course they are original Breyer products designed to help your entry. 
 
3.  The Gift Horse - have you ever been given a fugly gift horse?  Maybe by the 
innocent relative who knows nothing about horses, but knows you will love it 
because, well, it's a horse, and you love all things horses?!  Bring your awful gift 
horses, and we will pick the best of the worst!   
 
4.  Custom by owner - this class is not for professional customizers: i.e. if someone 
has paid you to paint or customize a horse in any way, please do not enter this 
class.  Bring your custom by owner horses!  Have you been trying to learn to 
paint and customize?  This is the class for your models. 
 
5.  It's Special to Me! - do you have a model that is special to you?  Perhaps you 
have an emotional attachment to it.  Maybe it was your first model horse, and 
you've had it since you were five, and even though it's beat to death you love it 
and would never part with it!  Bring out your special models and please include 
a description or story of why the model is so special to you. 
 
Fun classes will run simultaneously - so there will be no cross entries between the 
classes.  Horses of any make and finish are welcomed.  Horses entered in the 
regular show may also compete in fun classes.	  


